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Loyalist Estates News 

Glenora St. Patrick’s Celebrations 

The folks at the far corner of Glenora Dr have been meeting at the corner every Friday at 4 pm since 
last spring. Neither wind, rain or snow stopped us. A great way to keep our spirits up & of course 
check on our neighbors. But St Patrick’s Day is just a wee bit special. Braces (suspenders) for the 
guys & headbands for the ladies. What would the celebration be without a few pints of Guinness, 
shots of Bailey’s Irish Cream by & trifle in the shape of the Irish flag. Slainte to you all. 

   

Bath Gardening Club 

April Meeting 

Come join us via Zoom as we discuss our virtual visits to the Chelsea 
Garden Show. Due to technical issues with our last meeting, we are 
asking you to watch one of the videos below prior to our meeting. 
These wonderful gardeners show us their gardens and give us tips for 
what we can do to awaken our own gardens. Guaranteed there will be 
no crowds to fight!  Our meeting will focus on discussion and questions 
of what we have seen and learned through these videos.   

https://youtu.be/83D8PfGiwFA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVYR2ZE6U_c 

Please register in advance for this meeting: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYtcu2grz8vHNeTZo2xKm_08-eulNHI3iBR 

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the 
meeting. 

That Time of Year Again – Spring Garden Clean-Up!  

Knowing when to start and how to spring clean garden areas is important for the 
health of our local ecosystem.                                                                                                              

 

https://youtu.be/83D8PfGiwFA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVYR2ZE6U_c
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYtcu2grz8vHNeTZo2xKm_08-eulNHI3iBR
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Spring vs. Fall 

Always spring clean your garden rather than doing a fall cleanup to protect pollinators and 
other beneficial insects. Avoiding cleanup of dead plant material in the fall isn’t procrastinating!  

It is an important way to protect your ecosystem. The material protects insects, promotes the growth 
of microbes, and ultimately further up the food chain supports birds and other animals. 

Should I Clean up My Garden Early? 

There is a very good reason to wait on cleaning your garden – pollinators. Many pollinators 
overwinter in dead plant material.  They ride out the cold weather there and emerge in spring to do 
their good work. By removing dead material too early, you risk destroying many of these pollinators. 
A good rule of thumb is to wait until temperatures are consistently about 50 F. (10 C.). This will help 
protect habitat in the spring and ensure you have a robust and healthy pollinator population and 
overall garden ecosystem. 

Protecting Pollinators at Spring Cleanup Time 

Regardless of when you begin, knowing how to spring clean garden material in a way that protects 
your pollinators will allow you to save even more of them: 

 When clearing out old stems, look for bee activity, such as ends plugged with mud or plant 
material. Leave those in place for nesting bees. If you pick out old stems that may have bees 
nesting, move them to a corner of the garden for a few extra weeks so that bees can emerge. 
You can leave them on the ground or tie them in bundles to hang from trees or fences. 

 Watch out for chrysalises and cocoons when pruning back shrubs and other woody material. 
If a branch hosts one of these, leave it in place for now. 

 Butterflies, ladybugs], assassin bugs, and other beneficial insects nest in piles of leaf matter. 
Move leaf piles to a corner of the garden and leave undisturbed for a while. 

 Don’t smother the soil in beds with mulch until it is generally warm to avoid blocking in-
ground nesting bees and other insects. 

Article adapted from www.gardeningknowhow.com 

 

 

House Decorations 

Thanks Bonnie and Kent for making our 
neighbourhood so fun! It is always a treat to walk by 
your house and see the latest decorations.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/beneficial/creating-bug-gardens.htm
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/what-are-microbes-in-soil.htm
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/beneficial/cocoon-vs-chrysalis.htm
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/beneficial/attract-ladybugs.htm
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/beneficial/assassin-bugs.htm
http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/
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Birdman of Abbey Dawn 

With all this lovely weather we are experiencing, spring fever is in full 
swing in the neighbourhood. The birds are mating and looking for 
places to nest. For many of you who are out walking in the area, you 
may have noticed a number of birdhouses popping up. The man behind 
these lovely creations is Brian Nilsson, who has discovered he has a 
hidden talent in his woodworking skills. Brian began building a few bird 

houses a couple of years ago, to pass the 
time during the winter months. Through word 
of mouth, he has received quite a few orders 
and just as many kudos from a lot of happy 
customers.  

       

Most recently, Brian took on a restoration project for Ella Hillier. 
Her late husband had received a very large, beautiful birdhouse 
from his children and over the years, the inclement weather took a 
toll and the house deteriorated. Mrs. Hillier was eager to have it 
refurbished as close to original as possible. Brian spent many 
hours, pulling the original house apart, making a pattern, sanding, 
gluing, reinforcing, and saving as many of the pieces as he could.   

The end result was a welcome 
birdhouse that has been 
reinstalled near the pond behind 
Glenora Drive. Next time you 
are out and about, look for 
these lovely houses. In a couple 
of months, they will be well hidden by the leaves and hopefully, 
occupied! 

 

 

 

 

LCCRA Directory 

If you have any changes to your information such as telephone numbers or email addresses, please 
send the changes to lccra.directory@gmail.com 

Abbey Dawn and Britannia 

mailto:lccra.directory@gmail.com
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From Tee to Green 
 
 
Nine and Wine 
 
The Ladies Nine and Wine is gearing up for the 2021 season! At this point, 
we do not have the final details, but we are sure getting organized so we 
can be off and golfing when play starts in May.  Nine and Wine is open to 
anyone looking for a fun way to play/improve your golf, meet new friends, 
and have some good times. We play every Tuesday evening with tee off 

times starting at 3:30. After the Nine, we all gather at the clubhouse for some Wine and chat 
(depending on Covid restrictions). We are hoping we can get back to having a dinner the last 
Tuesday of each month, with the last dinner in September, our “Bling” night. 
 
If you are interested, please contact Melanie Myers, loyalistnineandwine@gmail.com, 613-352-7256 
to join. 
 
League Play – Ladies League 
 
As the days start growing longer and the sun is warming the pavement, we start to look forward to 
our summer activities. The Loyalist Ladies Golf League will be starting in May this year based on the 
current Covid restrictions. All members playing in Ladies League are obligated to the Loyalist Golf 
Club “Agreement of Risks and Obligations” posted on the website and by registering agree to comply 
with them. Physical distancing must be maintained both on and off the course. 
 
We welcome all levels of golfers to our league. We have both competitive and non-competitive 18 
holes groups as well as a 9 hole group playing on Tuesday mornings and a 9 hole Twilight group 
playing Wednesday evenings after 4 PM which accommodates some of our working members who 
cannot play during the day on Tuesdays.  Our league is open to golfers from inside and outside our 
Loyalist residential community who wish to meet new friends and enjoy the wonderful game of golf 
on our beautiful Loyalist Golf Course. 
 
In the Loyalist Ladies Golf League you can expect: 
 

• To have Fun 
• Play weekly games with prizes 
• Meet new people 
• Enjoy opening and closing dinners 
• Have monthly luncheons 
• Participate in putting contests 
• Participate in singles match play 
• Socialize after your round 

 
For more information or if you are a new member looking to join our league email us at 
loyalistladies@gmail.com 
 
See you on the links 
 
Sandy Smelser 
Captain 

mailto:loyalistladies@gmail.com
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BATH COMMUNITY NEWS 
 
Upcoming Township Council Meetings 
 
Committee of the Whole meeting, April 6, 2021 
Regular Council meeting April 12 and 26, 2021 
If you would like to read the minutes from past meetings, go to 
https://loyalist.civicweb.net/Portal/MeetingInformation.aspx?Id=1427 
And you will find the link for all past meetings 
 
 
 
  

NEW AND UPDATES TO RESIDENTS IN THE COMMUNITY 

 

 

We would like to welcome our new residents and advise you of the following updates 
in our community. 

              New Residents to LCCRA 

Name Address Phone 
Moved From / 

update info 

Ken & Susan Rundle 121 Country Club Dr 613-484-1465  

Ron Girardin 21 Glenora  613-298-1501 New listing 

Nancy Trudel 101 Greenhaven 905-259-1075  

 

Changes/Updates 

Name Address Phone Moved From /  
update info 

Maureen Dawson 21 Glenora  416-209-6967 Corrected phone 
number 

Patti Gray 12 Glenora 613-634-7653 Phone number 
Charles Kidd 
Carolyn Kidd 

68 Glenora 613-929-7714 
613-876-7452 

Phone numbers 

Pam Reed 134 Britannia 613-352-5426 Moved from 
Glenora to 
Britannia 

                           

https://loyalist.civicweb.net/Portal/MeetingInformation.aspx?Id=1427
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Residents’ Appreciation/Comments 

Mary Ann Gibbons 

A very special Thank You to my wonderful neighbours and friends who made their “presence” truly 
felt on my 80th birthday celebration – in half hour intervals – to share in my delicious Karen Taylor 
cake and casks of wine. Many heart-felt cards and gifts, although not expected, were most warmly 
appreciated. Thanks also to Jeri and my golf buddies who “got” me on Zoom to toast me with yummy 
cupcakes. I’m so fortunate to be living in this very caring community, especially during Covid – Never 
alone or lonely. 

Most grateful, 

Mary Ann Gibbons 

     

                   SUNSHINE CLUB  

 

Mick Powell 

"Thank you Mary Chantrill and the Sunshine Club for the thoughtful card and local “Books on Main” 
gift certificate. My recovery from gall bladder surgery has been swift and uneventful. 

Mick Powell 

Nancy Guy 

I want to thank Erika Dilworth and the Sunshine Club for the beautiful flowering plant after a coming 
home from hospital last month.  The outpouring of flowers, meals, cards, calls and emails was 
appreciated by both Dennis and I. We are very thankful to live in such a caring community. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Guy 
 

Doris Stock and Family 

Thank you so much for thinking of our family during this difficult time. The many acts of kindness 
have been a tremendous support during this sad, very difficult time.  Richard will be sorely missed! 
The orchid is lovely and brightens the room. 

Thank you, 
Doris Stock and family 
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Bath Community Services 

 

L&A SOS Seniors Centre Information  

As usual, there is a lot going on at the L&A Senior’s Centre. There is a great range of Educational 
Presentations as well as lots of fun activities, games, and fitness programs.There is one bit of sad 
news as Sabrina Charlton, the very able Program Coordinator, will be leaving for a new and exciting 
position. No word yet about her replacement, so do continue to use the same number to register for 
the various activities: 613-354-6668, ext 110. Please check the website as there is lots more 
information there. (http://lasos.ca/) 
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Bath Business Connections 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

368 Main St, Bath  ●   www.booksonmain.ca  ●   613-881-0346  ●   info@booksonmain.ca 
 
 
Paul’s Market  
Paul’s Market will be opening for the 2021 season on Sunday, April 4 in the 360 Castaway’s drive. 
Great to see Paul back! 
 
360 Castaway’s 
360 Castaway’s will be opening for the season on Saturday, April 3. In addition to ice cream, they 
have added Diane’s delicious chili and nachos along with the all-beef hot dogs. Their lovely patio is 
all set and ready to go. 
 

 
Read All About It 

Literary news brought to you by Books On Main 

 
Hello Book-Lovers… 

Spring has sprung! All this beautiful 
weather just makes me want to read 
‘The Secret Garden’ on a sunny porch 
surrounded by tulips… Do you have a 
go-to spring book? 
Easter long weekend is right around the 
corner! We have a wide selection of 
spring and Easter books for the kids and 
gardening books for flower-fanatics and 
veggie growers of all ages. We will be 
closed Easter Sunday. 
On March 11th, CBC announced that the 
winner of Canada Reads 2021 is ‘Jonny 
Appleseed’ by poet Joshua Whitehead. 
This powerful debut novel brings to life a 
unique First Nations perspective 
through its beautiful prose. Well worth 
the read! 

 
Happy reading! 

 

 
 

  
 
                   

     
 
 

Fiction Pick – ‘The Rose Code” 
I can’t wait to read this one! Historical 
fiction lovers will know Kate Quinn from 
her two previous novels: ‘The Alice 
Network’ and ‘The Huntress’. In this 
book, Quinn again explores the integral 
roles that women played in WWII but 
this time through the eyes of three 
young code breakers for the Allies. 
Fierce heroines, spies, betrayal… 
what’s not to love?I 

Non-Fiction Pick – “Crossroads” 
This inspiring memoir is written by the 
former assistant coach of the Humboldt 
Bronco junior hockey team. Kaleb 
Dahlgren details the fatal bus accident 
that sparked national mourning in 2018 
and his ongoing journey of healing and 
resilience. His optimistic approach to 
life is summed up by what he inscribed 
above his signature in our copies: 
“Enjoy the Grind! 
 

mailto:info@booksonmain.ca
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Art News at the Lakeside Studio Gallery 
 

Hello neighbours! 

With the spring comes the warmth of the sun and we are loving having our doors 
literally open in this glorious weather. Main Street has come alive and we’re 
following suit, bringing the outside in to our gallery space. 

For the entire month of April, we’ll be showcasing the incredible floral art of  

Terri Austin, an emerging artist from our very own village. 

Terri’s work with alcohol inks create vivid colours and dreamy floral pieces to warm your home. We 
are thrilled to showcase the work of this local talent. You’ll want to come in early because Terri’s 
work sells quickly. 

Two new artists are joining the gallery this month: Joanne Chalmers of Napanee and Adele Webster 
of Kingston. Joanne creates deeply textured multimedia pieces that beg to be seen in person. 
Adele’s abstract landscapes created with acrylics, metallic leaf, and resin have sold to private 
collections across the country and we’re thrilled to bring her and her work to Bath. 

As for me, I’m working on a series of bright abstract landscapes I’m hoping to release in the summer. 
I’ve also just finished releasing a series created during the lockdown, called “There is Beauty in the 
Stillness” all featuring scenes from Amherst Island this winter. 

The gallery will return to four-day weeks for the month of April. We will be open Thursday and Friday 
12 to 5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. We’re so excited to welcome you to the 
gallery. 

Happy Spring, Bath! 

Sarah Anderson  

lakesidestudiogallery.com 

 

TEA TIME – Nancy’s Cup of Tea 

Hi! I’m Nancy and I love tea! 

In fact, my business “Nancy’s Cup of Tea” is celebrating its seven year anniversary this month. Truth 
be told, when I started my business I didn’t really like tea and I wasn’t even sure how to make it. 
BUT…. I found that tea is a beautiful little thing that made an incredibly big difference in my life. I fell 
in love with tea simply because I found one that tastes good. The rewards are great: a healthier 
body, as well as a more peaceful and mindful daily life. 

Here are my top five reasons to drink tea. 

1. Tea tastes ridiculously good. There are literally hundreds of varieties of delicious tea. I 
guarantee even if you aren’t in the mood for one tea, there is a tea out there waiting for you. 

http://lakesidestudiogallery.com/
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2. The sense experience of tea evokes deep memories and emotions. I have often heard 
stories from friends and clients of how tea can transport you from the present to a moment in 
your childhood drinking tea with your Mom or making tea at Grandma’s house. 

3. Tea is flexible. Tea can be enjoyed while working, when you need to relax, while eating, and 
even on the go. 

4. Tea is a social drink that inspires connection. In China, preparing tea is a ritual you do in front 
of guests.  You and your loved ones can simply sit, drink your tea and have a conversation. 
(Even on ZOOM!)   

5. Tea is one of the healthiest drinks. It is the second most popular drink in the world. Consider 
all the pop, alcohol, and coffee you drink regularly. Tea is sugar free, alcohol free, chemical 
free and has a much lower, more balanced amount of caffeine due to the L-Theanine and 
polyphenols that it contains. I have replaced coffee, and reduced sugar and alcohol in my diet 
while still enjoying the taste and social benefits. No more heart racing then crashes from 
coffee or depression and trouble sleeping from alcohol. 

Drinking fine tea is an affordable luxury. I help people choose high quality loose leaf tea that they 
love to drink. You can find me at 51 Country Club Drive, on the golf course, and on Facebook at 
NancysCupofTea. 

 

Winter Activities, Stories, and Fun Other Stuff 

New Feature – Trivia Questions 

(Idea and questions submitted by Bill Peterson. There will be 10 new questions each month, with the 
answers posted after the Editorial Section) 

The following four questions are True or False 

1. The average person walks far enough in a lifetime to make 5 trips around the world. 
2. When running, 75% of our body weight is absorbed through the feet. 
3. Women are 4 times more likely to have problems with their feet. 
4. An ostrich’s brain is bigger than its eye. 

Answer the following 

5. What island was discovered in 1775 and was called "la Isla de los alcatraces" translated to 
Island of the pelicans"? The size of the island is 22 acres. 

6. What is the only word in the English language that ends in “mt”? 
7. In playing cards, which suit has the only king that does not have a moustache? 
8. What was the name  of the 18 year old who served in the 2nd World War who was trained 

as a mechanic and military truck driver? 
9. How many pounds of trash does the Aaverage person produces per 

day?                                        
10. What fish can blink with both eyes? 
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Fun Stuff 

An older couple were lying in bed one night and the husband was falling asleep but the wife was in a 
romantic mood. She says you used to hold  my hand when we were courting. Wearly he reached 
over and held her hand, then tried to get back to sleep. Wife says you used to kiss me. Mildly 
irratated he reaches across and gave her a peck on the cheek. Thirty seconds later: you used to bite 
me on the neck. Angrily he threw back the bed covers and got out of bed. Where are you going she 
asks and he replied: to get my teeth!! 
 
A couple go on vacation to a fishing resort. The husband likes to fish at the crack of dawn and the 
wife likes to read. Husband returns from fishing and decides to have a nap, so the wife decides to 
take the boat out in the lake and read her book. Ten minutes later along comes a game warden in 
his boat and asks her what she is doing, “Reading a book” she replies. Warden informs her she is in 
a restricted fishing area. She replies “I am not fishing but reading my book”. His reply was “But you 
have all the fishing equipment in the boat and could start fishing at any moment so I have to take you 
in and write up a ticket”. She replies  “Then I will have to charge you with sexual assault”. He replies 
“But I have not touched you”. Her reply “But you have all the equipment and you could start at any 
moment.” His reply “Have a nice day and left!!!” 
 
Conspiracy Theories Exist Right Here in Quinte 

Author of the article: Barry Ellsworth; Publishing date: Feb 28, 2021  

Most of us are aware of the conspiracy theories that have gained traction in the United States and 
are spreading worldwide.  

QAnon is supposed to be a cabal of rich dudes engaged in a child porn ring and are planning to take 
over the world but were being fought in secret by Donald Trump.  

Genius Fund, an L.A. cannabis startup, blew $164 million in less than two years 

In another one, thousands of scientists allegedly have banded together to perpetuate the myth of 
climate change so that they can claim grants to do research on Frosty the Snowman.  

One involving Canada – the coronavirus was stolen from the National Microbiology Lab in Winnipeg 
by a Chinese woman and the virus was used by Beijing to launch a worldwide pandemic that ends 
with China taking over the world.  

But closer to home, Quinte has its own conspiracy theories.  

C1. The Bunker – In the bowels of Mt. Pelion there’s a bunker financed and built with space for the 
Quinte West council to be used in case Belleville stages a coup to take over Sidney, Frankford, 
Murray and Trenton. Councillors can subsist there until the end of time, the next municipal election 
or the Jim’s Pizza coupons run out, whatever comes first.  

C2. The Missile – The clock tower that was once the city hall and before that the post office in 
downtown Trenton is actually a silo containing a laughing gas missile that can be fired at Belleville 
should the coup be attempted. That’s why the tower’s clock has never been fixed. 

C3. The Submarines – The Trent Port Marina is actually a cover for submarines stationed 
underneath the docks and disguised by the flotilla of boats. The wily council has planned ahead in 
case Toronto people who have filled up Prince Edward County try to send destroyers up the Murray 
Canal and to attempt to gain a foothold in Trenton.  
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C4. The Gamma Rays – The Tesla electric car charging machines at the Quinte Mall are really a 
disguise to hide their capability of firing off gamma rays to zap Toronto folks who illegally leave their 
Red Zone to come shopping in the Green Zone.  

C5. The Aliens – Williams Hotels are filled with mind-controlling aliens who have been promised free 
farmland in Thurlow if they can infiltrate Quinte area residents’ brains and induce them to vote 
Conservative in the next federal election.  

C6. The Steal – The Shoreline Fish Fry casino has Dyson vacuums secretly installed in the tables to 
suck money off when patrons are not looking.  

And from farther afield:   

C7. The Feminist’s Politician – Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s hair has grown long to hide Little 
Women (read the book) who constantly pump feminist oil onto the wheels between his ears.  

C8. The High Flier – Former astronaut Julie Payette resigned as governor general because she was 
needed to help the cow jump over the moon.  

And back home again:  

C9. Barry Ellsworth does not exist – his dog Quinte the Jack Russell Terrorist puts paws to computer 
and writes this stuff.  

Springtime Birding in Loyalist – 2021 

By Pep Fraser, 24 March 2021 

Springtime is my favourite time for birdwatching. Loyalist is a fantastic spot to see birds, the proof is 
that since 2003 I have seen 89 different types of birds from our yard. I count all birds seen in our 
yard and those that I have seen from our yard. 

The great things about springtime birdwatching include: the trees are still bare so it is easier to spot 
the birds; the weather is getting warmer so it is more pleasant to be outside; many birds which are 
on their annual trip north stop over in Loyalist for a few days rest prior to continuing their migration; 
and, the birds which will be nesting in this area are in their beautiful, most colourful plumage for 
mating. 

To see birds in Loyalist you just have to look out of your window. Personally, I check out the front 
and back of our house from the time I get up until the daylight is gone. This is easy to do and it gives 
you a bit of exercise. Don’t just look out of the window, stand there a few minutes, and slowly gaze 
around. Birds flit around and are there one moment and gone the next. Take your time and maybe 
have your coffee while sitting near a window or out in your yard. 

To enhance your backyard birdwatching put up a couple of bird feeders. They should be put up 
where there is a bit of protection, either from bushes or by a tree. Of course, you will want to locate 
the feeder where you have a good view of it. You can get birdfeed at most stores and it may be as 
seeds such as sunflower seeds, mixed birdseed, peanuts, or suet. Whatever you use it is important 
to keep the feeder clean and do not put out too much feed at a time. I normally put mine out daily. 
The point is if you put bird feed in your yard, the birds and maybe the squirrels will come. If you want 
to go a bit further, you can install a perch near your feeder.  I have had two perches for several years 
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and have seen many different birds use them. Finally, a birdbath will also attract some nice little 
feathered friends. 

Other than your backyard there many good birding spots in the local area including Finkle’s Shore 
Park, other accessible shore observation points on Highway 33 and of course there is Amherst 
Island. You may also want to explore the roadways north of Bath. It helps if there are at least two of 
you in the car. Drive carefully and look for birds on the wires, fence posts, in the trees and of course 
flying. The trick is to continuously look around, including where you are going. Pull over and stop 
when you see flying birds but ensure that you are not blocking traffic and that your flashers are on. If 
a bird is perched, sit there for a while to observe what it is doing.  Binoculars are really a must for 
this type of birdwatching. It is important that you become familiar with your binoculars so that you 
can adjust them quickly to focus on the bird. 

You can pick up a decent pair of binoculars for around $100.00 but a real good pair will be about 
$500.00. Whatever pair you have, ensure that you know how to properly adjust them for your eyes 
and of course for the distance to the bird.  You will know that you have it right when you clearly see 
the details of the bird, especially its eyes. 

A good bird guidebook will help you identify birds and learn something about them. I use the Sibley 
Field Guide to Birds of Eastern North America, but there are many other good ones too. 

There are too many types of birds in our local area to list here but I can assure you that there many 
beautiful and colourful birds to see. The photos here were all taken from my yard. They include an 
Osprey, a Snow Goose, a Rose-breasted Grosbeak, and a Green Heron. 

       

       

So, if you want something interesting and enjoyable to do, consider some backyard and local area 
birdwatching.  

Enjoy your birding, Cheers! 

Pep Fraser 
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Golf Humour 

     

 

Photos from Brian Hanlon – Remembering Sprintime in St. Augustine   

      

 

Spring is Almost Here 
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Editorial and other Stuff  

The following are comments or opinions of our readers and not necessarily the official position of the Honking Goose or the LCCRA.  

Editorial Corrections 

None received 

Email Address for the Honking Goose 

Please be aware that all submissions for the Honking Goose MUST be sent to “The Editor” at the 
following email address.  

HonkingGoose1979@gmail.com 

Get the Honking Goose faster  

The best and fastest way to get your copy of the Honking Goose is via the LCCRA email 
listing. The hardcopy is always a condensed version and does not include all the information 
you are looking for each month. To be sure you are in the know on community and other 
events; if you do not currently receive your copy of the Honking Goose by email, please 
register your email address with the LCCRA Webmaster John Warren by sending him an 
email requesting to be placed on the email list. John can be reached at info@lccra.ca  

 
 

The Honking Goose “Your Community – Your News” - since 1997 
Celebrating the start of our 23nd year of community news 

 
Trivia Answers 

1. True 
2. False – 275% 
3. True 
4. False – eye is bigger 
5. Alcatraze 
6. Dreamt 
7. Hearts 
8. Queen Elizabeth 
9. 4.4 lbs 
10. Shark 

 

mailto:HonkingGoose1979@gmail.com
mailto:info@lccra.ca
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